Organizational Charts

With the continual transition of volunteer leaders, an organizational chart is an ideal way to describe the dynamics and elements of an organization.

- **Hierarchy** – how positions relate to other positions.
- **Communications** – depicting the proper/preferred channels of communications.
- **Interrelations** – how chapters, committees, foundation, parent organization, etc. relate to the organization.

For learning and familiarity, an organizational chart is ideal for people who prefer “seeing” a graphic over hearing a statement or reading a roster. A visual chart reinforces how the organization works.

Most organizations have at least one organizational chart. And some organizational charts are complex (and large enough) to depict all elements in the association or chamber. The charts can be combined or created as distinct org charts:

- **Board** – depicts chairman, executive officers, directors, committees and board consultants (i.e. lawyer, CEO, CPA, etc)
- **Staff** – the positions and supervisors relating to staff roles and responsibilities.
- **Subsidiaries** – relations to a PAC, foundation, for-profit, chapters, parent, etc.

Use the charts for board and new staff orientation. It is a fluid document – it will change from time to time as positions, authority and organizational elements change.

Microsoft Org Chart is an easy way to build an organizational chart.

For additional templates, tools and tips visit [www.nonprofitcenter.com](http://www.nonprofitcenter.com).
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